The BTC conference is held on the 10th -12th November 2011, the place is cardboard’s Edgware Road and the event is the return of the hugely popular ABRAC conference. This year's conference will be bigger and better than ever, with talks from world-renowned experts including Dr David Bloom, Dr Christopher Blackwood and Dr Ken Harris. With subjects ranging from new techniques to the latest implications of elective treatment, the conference promises to be an event to remember.

The conference ‘Something to smile about: maximum aesthetics, minimum intervention’ provides dentists to network, circulate and enjoy the benefits of having the world's leading cosmetic dentists under one roof.

Don't miss your chance to be part of one of the biggest events in the dental calendar.

Register online before the end of September and secure a 10 percent discount. In addition to this, the first 25 people to register online will be entered into a free prize draw with the chance of winning a Venus Matrix Complete Kit. Portal registration forms can be downloaded from the website or taken from the conference brochure at www.bacd.com and should be sent to Mrs Suzy Riordan, British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry, 29 Harley Street, London W1G 9QR.
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WaveOne™ Rotary Endodontic Files

WaveOne™ is DENTSPLY’s™ first rotary endodontic file system in the world, proven to be the gold standard. With unique解决了 even the most problematic canals, WaveOne™ allows dentists to treat only the necessary lengths for an effective treatment - bringing simplicity and control to the procedure. Dr Ed Williams, from Perruch Dental Practice, shared with us the great benefits of WaveOne™.

WaveOne™ is a high quality digital imaging system that utilizes the anatomical information for single up to full arch implant placement, and includes the Oralign Ltd laboratory will send you the definitive restoration.

Oralign Ltd is a UK's leading independent digital imaging company, the Digital Doc Iris delivers the clearest, most detailed images currently available. The Digital Doc Iris is simple to use because everything is integrated within the handpiece. It has a clear, see-through display that allows you to easily read the screen. The camera allows you to easily take your digital radiographs. The powerful X-ray software allows you to easily enhance and manipulate your images.

For more information or to book your place, please contact Caroline on 0207 252 5532 or email: caroline@digitaldental.co.uk. For more information about ways in which Sonicare products can change oral health - improving health - improving sleep and reducing risk of chronic disease, visit www.sonicare.co.uk/dp.